HIKING TOUR | NIGHT HIKING TOUR

A different way of sightseeing Santorini…
TOUR I: SANTORINI HIKING

TOUR II: SANTORINI NIGHT HIKING

Set off on a hike that tests your endurance and leads you
to the highest point of the island, letting you enjoy the
wild untouched nature of Santorini’s summits and
spectacular 360o panoramic views.

A wonderful opportunity to catch a break from the over
crowdedness you’ll often face on Santorini. Be one of
the few privileged who hiked, during night, PEACEFULLY
and under the light of your torches some sections of
the world famous Fira-Oia hike.

TOUR I: ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

TOUR II: ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION

• Panoramic views from Santorini’s highest point
• Walk on the untouched nature of Santorini’s summits
• Visit Pyrgos, one of the most peaceful villages on the island
• The cemetery of Ancient Thira
• A demanding hike, for those who want to exercise different

• Panoramic views from Santorini’s highest point
• Walk on the untouched nature of Santorini’s summits
• Visit Pyrgos, one of the most peaceful villages on the island
• The cemetery of Ancient Thira
• A demanding hike, for those who want to exercise different

Starting Point: Pyrgos village, Ending Point: Perissa
Duration Approximately 4 hours

Starting Point: Prophet Elias chapel, Ending Point: Fira
Duration Approximately 4 hours

INCLUSIONS

INCLUSIONS

• Hotel pick-up and drop off
• English speaking guide
• Walking sticks
• Light Picnic
• Photos of the tour

• Hotel pick-up and drop off
• English speaking guide
• Walking sticks & Torches
• Dinner & Wine tasting
• Photos of the tour
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HIKING TOUR / MYKONOS

Experience the stunning landscapes of Mykonos on a hiking tour of the island…
Explore Mykonos on foot during a guided hiking tour and see island’s countryside, dotted with farms, chapels, and
beaches. Choose from the ambitious 10 km option, suitable for advanced hikers, or the more manageable 5 km. Also
don’t miss the opportunity to visit the Armenisti Lighthouse, one of the highlights of the island, and enjoy the amazing
sunset.

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
• OPTION A: 5km / 3 mi
starts with visits to a few nearby farms to sample some seasonal produce and ends
up at the scenic Mersini Beach. Wade into the azure waters before beginning the
return trek, followed by lunch (if option is selected)
• OPTION B: 10km / 6 mi
continues from Mersini Beach and ends with views of the surrounding Tinos, Samos,
and Ikaria islands. After short rest walk to more country chapels, other farms and
one last beach (lunch if option is selected)

DISTANCE
5 or 10 Km / 3 or 6 mil
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